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Since IJDH’s last Update on Human Rights and Rule of Law in Haiti,¹ the interconnected governance and humanitarian crises described in our past Updates have continued to deteriorate, with catastrophic consequences for the Haitian people. The de facto government and international community are failing in their human rights obligations and contributing to sharply increasing violations of Haitians’ rights.

Insecurity driven by gangs has risen to unprecedented levels, and continues to prevent most normal activities.² Gangs not only continue to engage in high levels of violence against civilians, including massacres, kidnapping, and destruction of property,³ but are now also increasingly using rape and other forms of sexual violence as a tool for terrorizing and controlling communities.⁴ A federation of gangs led by a former police officer with alleged government connections⁵ captured and held Haiti’s primary fuel terminal for nearly two months, preventing the delivery of gas.⁶ The impact – which must be viewed in combination with the de facto government’s sudden removal of fuel subsidies at the behest of the international community⁷ – included a near-total national shut-down; a precipitous collapse of critical services and access to necessities like food, water, and healthcare; and mass protests against the de facto government.⁸ The concurrent re-emergence of cholera, exacerbated by the resulting scarcity of water, services, and transportation, is acutely alarming.⁹

Over a decade of misrule by the corrupt, repressive Pati Ayisyen Tèt Kale (PHTK), for which de facto Prime Minister Ariel Henry is a long-standing operative,⁹ is a medium-term driver for many of these challenges.¹⁰ Across several successive governments, the PHTK has actively dismantled Haiti’s democratic structures and government capacity to serve its population, and has corrupted its accountability mechanisms.¹¹ Related chronic impunity, including as a result of government corruption and collusion with gangs,¹² enables and furthers the governance crises, and is a direct cause of the pervasive insecurity.¹³ Haitians across the country have been risking dangerous streets and violent police crackdowns to protest the Henry regime’s destructive rule and demand his resignation.¹⁴

The international community’s chronic failures to respect Haitian sovereignty, combined with decades of extractive policies and interference, have also helped lay the long-term foundations for Haiti’s current crises,¹⁵ including PHTK’s abuses. The international community – with the United States leading – has persistently backed Henry since effectively installing him as Prime Minister in July 2021 via a press release.¹⁶ This support continues to enable the de facto regime’s destructive rule even as it marginalizes democratic alternatives and undermines Haitian self-determination.¹⁷ This reporting period saw the international community and, most notably, the United States and the Organization of American States, push for a foreign military intervention,¹⁸ with the UN Security Council (UNSC) now considering the deployment of a non-UN multinational security force to Haiti.¹⁹ Haitians and long-time observers have been recalling the myriad of human rights abuses committed by past foreign military deployments²⁰ and cautioning that an intervention at the behest of an illegitimate government risks entrenching undemocratic political actors.²¹ Many Haitians have consequently taken to the streets to oppose an intervention; others have come to believe Haiti needs international assistance to stop the most acute insecurity and enable humanitarian assistance.²² It is the view of IJDH that a foreign military intervention supporting an illegitimate de facto government may provide some short-term relief, but is
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also almost certain to exacerbate other drivers of Haiti’s instability (thereby increasing insecurity in the medium and long terms) and – if history is any judge – to impose direct harms. A better immediate international action for confronting the crises is to withdraw unqualified support from the de facto government.

Below, this Update details violations of rights to life and security of the person (I); government misconduct, including institutionalized violence and corruption (II); lack of access to justice and chronic impunity (III); lack of equal protections for socially vulnerable individuals, especially women and girls (IV); the collapse of economic and social rights (V); emigration pressures (VI); and the ongoing failures of the international community to respect the rights of Haitians (VII).

I. Violations of the Right to Life and Security of the Person

Since IJDH’s last Update, Haiti’s already catastrophic insecurity has grown significantly worse. Mass violence by gangs, initially largely contained to the capital and its surroundings, has spread throughout the country. Civilian massacres have become more frequent. Kidnapping remains prevalent and a lucrative source of income for gangs. Gangs have grown even more brutal and are increasingly using rape and other forms of sexual violence – primarily, though not exclusively, directed against women and girls – as a weapon against the population. The violence has displaced nearly 100,000 people. It has also exacerbated difficulties with access to critical services and humanitarian assistance. The de facto regime remains unwilling or unable to address the rising insecurity and its consequences. Human rights groups continue to report that the government is using gangs as political tools.

Gang violence and related displacement

- According to various reporting, over 200 armed groups now control approximately 60 percent of Port-au-Prince and half of Haiti. The primary groups responsible for the violence are the rival G9 an fami (G9) and G-Pép gang federations and the rival 400 Mawozo and Chen Mechan gangs.

- The UN Integrated Office in Haiti (BINUH) documented 1,377 deaths, injuries and disappearances perpetrated by gangs between June 1 and September 30. The UN reported a further 195 killings in October. Inter-gang warfare accounts for much of the violence. For example, a war for territory in Cité Soleil broke out after the G9 gang federation launched an attack on territory controlled by the G-Pép alliance. The resulting clashes killed between 200 and 300 people and injured as many as 254 between July 7 and 17. Warring gangs set fire to homes and killed at least 20 in the Artibonite region in July, and clashes between gangs near Croix-des-Bouquets led to 71 deaths between October 10 and 21.

- Gangs deliberately target civilians for murder and rape, burn people alive, and publicly execute those they suspect of working for a rival gang. On November 29, armed gangs massacred at least 11 civilians and burned more than 20 houses in Source Matelas, a rural town north of Port-au-Prince, apparently in an attempt to take back territory after being chased out by police. Haiti's National Human Rights Defense Network (RNDHH) reported that in the gang war between G9 and G-Pép in Cité Soleil in July, gang members – primarily belonging to the G9 gang alliance – raped 52 women and girls and destroyed and burned 210 houses, in addition to the killings described above. The report additionally found those same gang members shot at civilians indiscriminately and carried out summary executions of people trying to escape.

- Gangs are increasingly using rape and other forms of sexual violence as a weapon of conflict. An August UN report found that gangs were targeting women and children as young as one, killing them and burning their bodies. Gangs’ use of sexual violence is also a tool of social control, with reports of gangs targeting women and girls who travel across neighborhoods to go to work, marketplaces, or schools to dissuade people from crossing gang boundary lines and enacting punitive rapes against women they perceive as collaborating with rival gangs.

- The ubiquitous violence has displaced nearly 100,000 people – at least 25,000 since July alone. Displaced persons are often living in inhumane conditions, without adequate access to water, food, or medical care. Displaced persons, especially women and girls, are at risk of additional violence. In contrast to previous humanitarian emergencies on this scale, formal camps with resources for the displaced have not been created; the over 21,000 Haitians fleeing violence who were unable to find places with family have largely been left to shelter in the countryside or to gather in public squares
and other informal sites with little to no humanitarian support. A displacement camp that had been created in June 2021 at the Carrefour Sport Center closed earlier this year, despite escalating need. The UN reported that 36 informal displacement sites around Port-au-Prince have received almost no humanitarian assistance since September 12. One of those sites, the Hugo Chavez square, which has been housing approximately 300 families primarily from the Cité Soleil area, had no potable water for six days. Organizations working on the ground in Haiti have reported numerous instances of rape and sexual exploitation at displacement sites.

Continuing kidnapping epidemic

- Kidnapping remains overwhelmingly prevalent. The Center for Analysis and Research in Human Rights (CARDH) reported 326 kidnappings between April and June, and 204 kidnappings between July and September. The UN reported an additional 102 kidnappings in October. According to advocates on the ground, the real numbers are much higher than the reported ones, as gangs threaten to execute kidnapped people if their families contact the police. Partners on the ground report that kidnapping decreased when the fuel crisis brought most motorized movement to a halt, but that rates have skyrocketed back since gas became available once more.

- Gangs continue to kidnap civilians from all sectors of the population, including religious figures, parishioners, schoolchildren, journalists, and public officials. Gang members are likewise known to target law enforcement officials; for example, members of the Vitelhomme gang kidnapped five members of a police officer’s family, including his three children, on September 27 before setting his home on fire. Men are often tortured, and women and girls who are kidnapped are at additional risk of sexual violence. Gang members often demand large ransoms from victims’ families in exchange for their release, making kidnapping a lucrative source of income for gangs and a driver of further violence.

- On November 7, the United States announced a USD $3 million reward for information leading to the arrest or conviction of three Haitian gang leaders implicated in the kidnapping of American missionaries in 2021 and charged four additional gang members with kidnapping U.S. citizens. Six out of the seven have yet to face any meaningful consequences for their actions in Haiti. The U.S. announcement is a positive move towards accountability, it does not consider the many hundreds of Haitian victims who remain without recourse.

Government failure to protect civilians, including human rights defenders and journalists

- The de facto government remains unwilling or unable to address the pervasive insecurity or offer meaningful protections to Haitians, including because of government and police complicity with gangs. For example, some human rights defenders and others allege that the government is using gangs to control the population and weaken the popular protest movement, most recently by paying them to infiltrate protests and loot businesses. According to a recent survey, 40 to 60 percent of the Haitian National Police (PNH), including those at the highest level, have connections with gangs.

- Government and police equipment often falls into the possession of gangs, through both trafficking and attacks on police stations. The Ministry of Public Works, Transportation, and Communication was given to gangs and subsequently used to destroy houses. Some officers are selling weapons to gang members. For example, in November, divisional police inspector Wakin Pierre was arrested for weapons trafficking and criminal association. Haitian police officers who try to hold government officials accountable have been faced with political interference, threats and attacks.

- Haitian police remain out-numbered, out-gunned and unable to confront gang violence effectively. They are also sometime themselves the targets of gang violence. Despite international efforts in 2021 to boost the PNH’s capacity through funding for officers and technical support, the government has not paid new police officers since they joined the force in December 2021. Haitian police report being unable to obtain bulletproof vests, ammunition, high-powered automatic rifles, armored vehicles, or even work boots. As a result, police are unwilling to enter gang-controlled areas, leaving civilians to fend for themselves. Although the United States and Canada have provided equipment and technical assistance to the PNH, observers note that this assistance is insufficient to curb the gang violence.
The de facto government continues to fail to protect human rights defenders and journalists from threats and violence by gangs and to properly investigate and prosecute attacks against them. The result is the continuing shrinking of civic space in Haiti and severe impediments to advancing and protecting human rights protections. Human rights defenders Emmanuela Douyon and Pascale Solages, who, as previously reported, left Haiti for the United States in 2021, remain unable to return to Haiti due to persistent threats against them. Solages also reported ongoing threats against her family and the staff of her feminist organization, Nègès Mawon, which have impeded its work on behalf of women and girls in Haiti. Human rights defender and environmental advocate Milostêne Castin has been experiencing threats to his life and attacks on him and his family by gangs as a result of his advocacy. The Haitian government has both failed to protect him from violence and threats and has often been complicit. For example, government officials ordered attacks on Castin and fellow protesters and denied them police protection in 2019 and 2021.

Deadly attacks on journalists, including by the government (see further Section II below), continue to undermine freedom of the press. Since September, five journalists have been killed and one injured after narrowly escaping an assassination attempt.

II. Government misconduct, including institutionalized violence and corruption

Institutional corruption continues to undermine democracy and the rule of law in Haiti, with high-ranking government officials implicated in fraud, embezzlement, weapons and drug trafficking, and collusion with gang members. De facto Prime Minister Henry continues to rule Haiti without a constitutional or popular mandate, with some accusing him of using Haiti’s worsening humanitarian crisis as an excuse to consolidate power. Henry continues to express a desire for elections while failing to engage in meaningful negotiations with civil society necessary for progress towards fair and credible elections. In response to the government’s corruption, mismanagement, and illegitimacy, Haitians have taken to the streets en masse to demand Henry’s resignation. Instead of protecting them, the government is suppressing dissent and using disproportionate violence — including tear gas and bullets — against protesters.

Corruption and misconduct at the highest level remain centerpieces of the current administration. In August, a series of investigations by Haiti’s Anti-Corruption Unit found pervasive corrupt practices — primarily embezzlement and mismanagement of public funds — in ten different state-run institutions and agencies, including various city municipalities, the PNH, the national lottery, and a public university. Separate investigations in June and July found evidence of embezzlement in the National Office for Migration and the Social Assistance Fund and numerous irregularities in the management of funds allocated to the Ministry of Public Health and Population to fight COVID-19, further undermining public trust in institutions.

The Haitian government has begun cracking down on corruption at customs offices at the insistence of the United States and international financial institutions. In July, Minister of Justice cabinet member Robinson Pierre-Louis and magistrate Michelet Virgile were arrested for fraud, corruption, and criminal conspiracy in connection with a weapons trafficking scheme. According to advocates on the ground, however, there has been no progress in this case as of reporting.

The government continues to suppress constitutionally-protected popular dissent. Police frequently use excessive force against protesters, shooting tear gas, rubber bullets, and live ammunition into crowds of civilians. IJDH partner, Haitian human rights law firm the Bureau des Avocats Internationaux (BAI), reported in September that police are using illegal, arbitrary arrests made outside the law as a deterrence tactic against activists protesting the government’s misrule — a further example of encroachments on civic space and democracy in Haiti.

Police have also specifically targeted journalists reporting on popular protests, prompting serious concerns from advocates about freedom of the press. In one particularly egregious incident, police fired on a group of journalists demanding the release of a fellow reporter who had been detained while covering a protest, killing journalist Romelo Vilsaint. Dozens of journalists took to the streets on November 13 to protest Vilsaint’s murder and more broadly denounce police brutality.

Adding to previously reported concerns about excessive use of government force resulting in civilian deaths, RNDDH has also raised concerns about extrajudicial killings by government actors. In November, RNDDH reported that the government commissioner at the Miragoâne Court
of First Instance, Jean Ernest Muscadin, summarily executed two alleged gang members.\textsuperscript{118} RNDDH separately expressed concerns that there is a death squad within the PNH, citing evidence that PNH officers are carrying out enforced disappearances and summary executions of civilian critics of the government.\textsuperscript{119}

### III. Lack of access to justice and chronic impunity

Haiti’s justice sector remains grossly under-resourced, corrupt, and vulnerable to generalized insecurity,\textsuperscript{120} largely because of over a decade of PHTK rule that undermined access to justice and accountability mechanisms.\textsuperscript{121} As a result, perpetrators of grave human rights abuses and other violent crimes operate with virtual impunity – a failure of accountability that is itself a driver of insecurity and institutional corruption.\textsuperscript{122} Continuing high rates of pretrial detention are a further consequence of the dysfunctional justice sector\textsuperscript{123} and a separate gross human rights violation that further exacerbates already inhumane prison conditions that violate detainees’ rights to health, safety, and human dignity.\textsuperscript{124}

**Justice sector dysfunction and chronic impunity**

- Haiti’s judicial system remains essentially non-functional. The Supreme Court still lacks a quorum to function.\textsuperscript{125} Many appointments of new magistrates remain on hold, which is slowing down case processing and further undermining the already weak justice sector.\textsuperscript{126} Meanwhile, advocates and judicial actors remain concerned that appointments are being made improperly and based on political affiliations, further eroding the autonomy and independence of the judiciary.\textsuperscript{127}
- Courts continue to struggle to operate amidst deepening insecurity and chronic under-resourcing.\textsuperscript{128} On June 10, the \textit{5 Segonn} gang attacked the Court of First Instance in Port-au-Prince in an apparent coordinated attempt to free defendants being held there. They vandalized courtrooms, shot at employees, and stole court files, weapons, and other potential evidence.\textsuperscript{129} Advocates condemned the government’s inaction, which they say allowed the bandits to maintain such lengthy control of the courthouse;\textsuperscript{130} the courthouse remains under gang control at the time of writing according to partners on the ground. The incident has led to additional judicial delays\textsuperscript{131} and prompted magistrates and advocates to call for the relocation of the courthouse.\textsuperscript{132} Maintenance problems and lack of adequate facilities, regular electricity, and internet connection are preventing files from being digitized, which results in additional judicial delays and lost files.\textsuperscript{133}
- Judicial actors continue to experience threats to their lives and safety. A November RNDDH report revealed that at least ten lawyers and two magistrates have been kidnapped, murdered, or injured in the past year.\textsuperscript{134} Generalized insecurity in Port-au-Prince and attacks on courts and prosecutorial offices in Jérémie,\textsuperscript{135} Croix-des-Bouquets,\textsuperscript{136} and Petit-Goâve\textsuperscript{137} in June, July, and September, respectively, resulted in the relocation of several judicial offices.\textsuperscript{138}
- Chronic impunity is both a symptom and a driver of Haiti’s pervasive insecurity and dysfunctional justice system,\textsuperscript{139} with perpetrators of human rights abuses and other crimes – including gangs and police – rarely held accountable.\textsuperscript{140} There has been no known progress in the Haitian investigation into the assassination of former President Jovenel Moïse.\textsuperscript{141} Five different investigative judges have been assigned to the investigation since it began, two of whom withdrew because of threats against them and the government’s failure to guarantee their personal safety.\textsuperscript{142} Top officials, including de facto Prime Minister Henry, have been accused of obstructing the investigation by multiple law enforcement officials.\textsuperscript{143} Despite persistent credible allegations of de facto Prime Minister Henry’s involvement in Moïse’s assassination,\textsuperscript{144} no steps have been taken to investigate him or hold him accountable. A U.S. Congressionally-mandated report on the Moïse investigation was delivered nearly five months later, consisted of only three pages, and included almost no information that was not already publicly reported.\textsuperscript{145} It did acknowledge the lack of progress and documented interference with the investigation.\textsuperscript{146}
- Other prominent investigations have seen no progress. Two years after the assassination of Port-au-Prince Bar Association President Monferrier Dorval, the investigation into his murder had not meaningfully progressed.\textsuperscript{147} There is currently no investigative judge assigned to his case.\textsuperscript{148} There has likewise been no progress in the investigation into the 2021 murders of activist and journalist Antoinette Duclaire and journalist Diego Charles.\textsuperscript{149} The investigations into the 2018 La Saline massacre and numerous subsequent massacres and armed attacks perpetrated against civilians are at a standstill.\textsuperscript{150} Impunity also persists for Haitian government officials involved in the PetroCaribe
corruption scandal, who embezzled over $2 billion – originally intended for social spending – from Venezuela’s PetroCaribe project from 2008 to 2016. The lack of progress in these high-profile cases is symptomatic of a crumbling and corrupt judiciary that allows perpetrators of grave crimes against countless other Haitians to operate with impunity.

Inhumane prison conditions

- Haiti’s prisons are dilapidated and over-crowded, with cells made for ten people holding forty. Recent statistics show Haiti’s prisons at 454.4 percent occupancy. The overcrowding is a symptom of Haiti’s high rates of extended pretrial detention; over 83 percent of Haiti’s prison population is being detained without due process. The average duration of pre-trial detention is three years, but some have been waiting for trial for upwards of ten years.

- Prisons have become breeding grounds for cholera, with overcrowded conditions and lack of clean water and sanitation allowing the disease to spread. Of the over 172 individuals who have died in prison since January 2022, RNDDH reported that 24 died from cholera, all in Port-au-Prince’s Civil Prison. Others reported at least 20 cholera deaths in the National Penitentiary. According to credible reports from advocates on the ground, Haitian health officials are understating the number of cholera cases and deaths, so the real number is almost certainly higher.

- Access to state-provided medical care in prisons remains extremely limited, although some non-governmental organizations provide supplemental services. There is only one physician for every 1,016 incarcerated individuals and little access to medical supplies. There is no state-provided access to HIV testing and treatment. This is in part a result of chronic under-resourcing – according to an August BINUH report, just four gourdes (approximately three cents) were spent per incarcerated individual per day between November 2021 and May 2022. The official budget is – a still grossly inadequate – 106 gourdes.

- Prisoners are not provided adequate food and clean water. According to partners on the ground, many incarcerated individuals go without food for days at a time or are provided with only one meal daily, and must rely on their families or non-governmental organizations to provide additional sustenance and clean drinking water. But advocates report that with gangs controlling much of Port-au-Prince and the acute fuel shortage, many families are no longer able to reach the prisons. The Civil Prison in Cap-Haitien reported that, due to the lack of fuel, clean water is unavailable and food is supplied irregularly. Severe malnutrition is common and often leads to death: four people died within two days in Jacmel prison from a combination of starvation, malnutrition, and respiratory difficulties, and at least eight more died after Les Cayes National Penitentiary ran out of food. The lack of adequate nutrition and healthcare combined has killed at last 53 incarcerated individuals since July.

- Incarcerated individuals are forced to live in as little as 0.24 square meters of space without a bed or mattress, often taking turns sleeping on the floor, tying hammocks to cell windows, or simply standing for extended periods of time. Most prisons lack adequate sanitation facilities, electricity, and ventilation. Frequent rodent problems expose incarcerated individuals to additional health risks. They are often only allowed out of their cells to use the toilet once a day for a maximum of thirty minutes, and advocates report that some go weeks at a time without being allowed out of their cells at all. Incarcerated individuals in the National Penitentiary also reported the existence of a separate “seclusion zone,” where detainees are forced to sleep on the floor in their own feces.

- Incarcerated individuals are at risk of violence and torture from prison authorities, who also fail to protect them from other detainees. A UN report showed that guards employ “cruel and inhumane treatment” to discipline detainees, including in youth correctional facilities. Boys are often housed together with men, leaving them vulnerable and violating international standards respecting the rights of children in detention. Corruption among prison staff also remains a serious problem, making it easier for armed gangs to launch attacks and detainees to coordinate escapes. It also makes smuggling firearms and illicit substances into the prison easier, exposing detainees to additional violence and health risks.

IV. Lack of equal rights and protections for socially vulnerable individuals, especially women and girls
Conditions for vulnerable individuals, including women and girls, have continued to worsen. Women and girls remain at heightened risk of gender-based violence (GBV) and especially sexual violence by gangs. Structural inequalities, exacerbated by the acute insecurity and humanitarian crises, impede marginalized groups’ enjoyment of their fundamental rights and limit access to critical services and humanitarian aid. Poverty heights these vulnerabilities, with women and girls living in poverty at greater risk of harm and sometimes forced to engage in transactional sex or early marriage to survive. Although the perspectives of vulnerable individuals are critical in creating inclusive solutions to Haiti’s intersecting crises, women and other marginalized groups are systematically excluded from decision-making. Women’s political representation in Haiti remains one of the lowest in the world – far below even the 30 percent quota mandated by the Haitian Constitution. Nevertheless, grassroots women’s groups in particular play a key role in responding to the current crisis by mobilizing efforts to distribute humanitarian relief, advocating for policy reform, and providing critical services.

- The deteriorating conditions in Haiti have put women and girls at increased risk of GBV. There is no systematic data collection on GBV in Haiti, especially in situations of displacement, making vulnerability difficult to quantify. However, in November 2022, *Médecins Sans Frontières* (MSF) reported seeing an average of 130 GBV victims per month, approximately 100 of whom are rape victims. The actual incidence of GBV is likely to be significantly higher as gang violence and insecurity have exacerbated existing reporting challenges. Survivors of GBV fear reprisals from gang members, and many reporting sites such as hospitals, women’s centers, and police stations have been forced to close or are no longer accessible because of the violence.

- Armed gangs are increasingly using sexual violence, including rape, as a “weapon to disrupt the social fabric” to instill fear in, intimidate, punish, subjugate and control local populations. Between July 7 and August 5, 2022, BINUH reported that at least 57 women were victims of sexual violence. *RNDDH* further reported that gang members raped at least 52 women and girls between July 7 and 17 – including in public squares, some of which were being used as informal displacement sites. *RNDDH* documented numerous instances of collective rape, including of pregnant women; many were raped in front of their children, siblings, and partners. Gang members forced some women to witness the execution of their male partners, whose bodies they then had to leave behind. The intensity of the violence is forcing many women to make the impossible choice to send their children away for safety.

- Women and girls make up the majority of those living in informal displacement camps. These camps lack adequate security measures and humanitarian services and support, making displaced women and girls particularly vulnerable to GBV. The BAI reported that dozens of women and girls had been raped in displacement camps, including by humanitarian and government workers. One woman reported that a young girl living in her camp was raped by a gang member who walked into the camp freely due to the lack of security. Despite getting caught, the alleged perpetrator walked away with impunity because the girl’s family was scared of reprisals.

- Women and girls continue to lack access to adequate protection from and recourse to the police and justice system. A report prepared jointly by UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and BINUH found that mounting gang violence has forced police officers and other government representatives out of marginalized neighborhoods, effectively precluding victims of GBV in these neighborhoods from seeking protection and accountability. Court closures due to insecurity have compounded the problem.

- Chronic difficulties for women and girls in accessing critical services, including with respect to healthcare, education, and employment, have been exacerbated by ongoing gang violence, road blocks and fuel shortages. Survivors of sexual violence – who require profilactic treatment for sexually transmitted infections and unwanted pregnancies within a window of 72 hours – and the 29,000 women currently pregnant in Haiti are particularly impacted. Women have also seen their access to livelihoods become even more precarious. The Madan Sara, Haiti’s female market
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2 The UN defines GBV as “harmful acts directed at an individual based on their gender,” and notes that GBV “is rooted in gender inequality, the abuse of power and harmful norms.” GBV includes “sexual, physical, mental and economic harm inflicted in public or in private” as well as “threats of violence, coercion and manipulation.” *Gender-based Violence*, UN Refugee Agency, [https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/gender-based-violence.html](https://www.unhcr.org/en-us/gender-based-violence.html).
sellers who bring produce from rural areas to urban buyers, exemplify the additional pressures on women in the current crises. The fuel crisis has complicated transportation, affecting their earnings (with extended bus delays leaving produce to rot, for example), and gang violence exposes them to more risks on the road.

- Children face distinct harms and vulnerabilities. A UN report states that social unrest, gang violence, and a resurgence of cholera will likely impact essential services for 22,100 children under five and 28,000 newborns. Children suffering from malnutrition are particularly at risk due to the resurgence of cholera, as the dehydration caused by the disease can lead to organ failure within a day. As of November 23, children accounted for 40 percent of all cholera cases. This risk is compounded by the lack of access to medical care, especially within such a short period of time. The ongoing crisis has also impacted access to education, with over 2.4 million children out of classrooms this academic year. Meanwhile, gangs continue to target children for recruitment.

- Persons with disabilities continue to face barriers to the enjoyment of basic rights due to stigma, poor infrastructure limiting mobility, and lack of adequate support. Haiti’s current crisis exacerbates these challenges, particularly as humanitarian responses often fail to address the needs of persons with disabilities. Women and girls with disabilities are disproportionately at risk of GBV due to beliefs that dehumanize them or characterize them as hypersexual. They are also sometimes less able to protect themselves due to their disability, particularly in displacement camps. Almost no reliable data exists on persons with disabilities living in Haiti.

- LGBTQI+ individuals continue to face widespread discrimination on account of their gender identity and sexual orientation and lack any political representation. The UN reported that gang members deliberately target LGBTQI+ individuals with sexual violence, including “corrective” rape. LGBTQI+ persons also face unique barriers in accessing medical care and post-rape care, with medical providers sometimes displaying discriminatory attitudes and questioning whether the sexual assault had been consensual.

V. Collapse of economic and social rights

Haiti’s social and economic landscape has deteriorated significantly since IJDH’s last Update. Unprecedented inflation and a paralyzing fuel crisis have increased the cost of living, already prohibitively high, even further, made access to food, clean water, and healthcare incredibly difficult; and forced hospitals and schools to close down. The resurgence and rapid spread of cholera is both a consequence of these challenges and an aggravating factor. Compounding the crisis, Haiti remains particularly vulnerable to the climate crisis and natural disasters, including because of the Haitian government’s inability to respond adequately and chronic problems with international aid.

Economy in decline

- Haiti’s economy is in its fourth consecutive year of decline and is facing a deficit of 34 billion gourdes (nearly USD $238 million). More than 70 percent of Haitians live below the poverty line.

- Inflation reached 38.7 percent in September, the highest it has been in a decade. The Haitian government injected 18.5 million gourdes into the market in August; intended to limit a downward spiraling of the gourde against the U.S. dollar and, in turn, help curb the rise in prices. Nevertheless, the gourde has depreciated over 20 percent since our last Update in June. As a result, the cost of living and necessities has increased dramatically, with basic food products doubling in cost over the past year.

- Haiti’s economic decline has been further exacerbated by external disruptions in international trade that have far-reaching consequences for Haitians’ financial stability and food sovereignty. For example, factories owned by or supplying foreign companies have announced mass layoffs and up to 50 percent salary cuts due to insecurity and lack of fuel, putting tens of thousands of jobs at risk and impacting Haitians’ ability to feed themselves and their families.
The lack of economic opportunities, including as a consequence of the protracted insecurity crisis, is a further driver of gang recruitment, as some young men and boys – and, to a lesser extent, women – who are in need of money or protection often see joining a gang as a means to survive.

**Fuel crisis**

In response to pressure from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), de facto Prime Minister Henry removed subsidies for diesel, kerosene, and gasoline on September 11. Overnight, the price of one gallon of gasoline rose by 128 percent, kerosene by 89 percent, and diesel by 90 percent. This has had a profound impact on Haitians’ lives, who use fuel for transportation, cooking, telecommunications, and electricity.

The immediate increase in fuel prices set off country-wide protests and plunged Haiti into what regional leaders are calling a “low-intensity civil war.” Protesters who viewed the elimination of fuel subsidies as the latest injustice from a government that has failed to protect its people and provide even minimum services called for the reversal of the price increase and for de facto Prime Minister Henry’s resignation. Civil society advocates condemned the government’s decision to raise fuel prices at a time when Haiti is experiencing some of the worst generalized insecurity it has ever seen as evidence of “the level of contempt the power in place has vis-à-vis the population.”

On September 12, the G9 gang took control of the Varreux fuel terminal, blocking access to 70 percent of Haiti’s fuel and exacerbating the acute fuel shortage and price spikes. This further paralyzed the country, as hospitals, water distributors, and other critical service providers that rely on fuel were unable to operate. Gasoline prices on the black market rose to over USD $21 per gallon. This compounds the negative social impact, as such sales are a lucrative source of income for gangs, who seize gas from pumps or tankers and resell it for the much higher price. Haitian police regained control of the Varreux terminal on November 3, allegedly after weeks of negotiations with G9 gang leader Jimmy “Barbeque” Chérizer. However, both the government and Chérizer deny that any negotiations took place. Fuel did not reach gas stations until November 12 and is still too expensive for most, including because the de facto government went through with removing subsidies in spite of the popular condemnation.

As a result of the fuel crisis, businesses and services that rely on generators to function – including schools, hospitals, and telecommunications providers – have been forced to close or reduce operations. Promises from the Haitian government and the IMF that government money saved by the removal of fuel subsidies will be redirected to social programs benefit the poor have not been kept. The combination of increased fuel prices and inflation has disproportionately and profoundly impacted poor and working-class Haitians. Public transportation has become more expensive and less available, impeding freedom of movement. This forces workers to spend more of their paycheck – which has not increased to adjust for inflation – just getting to and from work and limits access to critical services like medical care. As wages stagnate and jobs are cut because companies cannot operate without fuel, everyday consumer products – including staples like rice, maize, green beans, and cooking oil – have become unaffordable for most. Haitians working in the informal sector, who tend to earn least, are even more vulnerable to the combined effects of inflation and fuel price increases.

Densely populated areas of Port-au-Prince no longer have a way to dispose of trash due to the fuel crisis and gang violence that blocks access to dumps, compounding public health concerns. Residents in Cité Soleil and Delmas neighborhoods have reported mountains of trash blocking traffic and creating an unsanitary and dangerous environment for residents. Others report that overflowing sewage has contaminated their only water source.

**Access to water**

The fuel crisis disrupted water distribution: the National Directorate of Drinking Water and Sanitation’s water treatment services, and Haiti’s main private distributor of potable water temporarily suspended water delivery in October. Gangs continue to block key roads, ports, and other infrastructure, preventing water distribution trucks from reaching certain neighborhoods – many of which have no other access to potable water. The lack of access to clean water and sanitation has increased exposure to waterborne diseases, including cholera.
• The water shortages present an acute crisis on top of a chronic lack of access to safe drinking water, which directly impacts health.296 One in three Haitians does not have access to safe drinking water.297 This is a long-standing problem and one that the UN committed to addressing in 2016 as part of its plan to eliminate UN-introduced cholera.298 It has failed to act. Climate change and environmental degradation further reduce the availability of clean drinking water.299

Access to food
• Nearly half of Haiti’s population – 4.7 million Haitians – is now experiencing acute hunger, with 1.8 million facing acute malnutrition and associated risks, including death.300 Residents of Cité Soleil, one of the Port-au-Prince neighborhoods most affected by gang,301 are particularly impacted: the UN reported that 20 percent of children under five in Cité Soleil are suffering from acute malnutrition,302 which exacerbates their vulnerability to illnesses like cholera.303 An additional 19,000 residents are on the brink of starvation.304 There is no evidence that the government has taken any meaningful measures to address this deepening food crisis.
• Insecurity has had a profound effect on food access, as gangs control and block key routes connecting agricultural regions to central markets, which in turn increases food prices and prevents the delivery of food and critical humanitarian aid.305 A complete blockage of the main road connecting Port-au-Prince to the southern peninsula for a year has largely cut off 3.8 million people living in the country’s south.306 There are reports of gangs withholding food and water from certain neighborhoods, including Cité Soleil.307 Poor rainfall and a resurgence of African swine flu have impacted agricultural productivity, further reducing the availability of food in the market.308 As the cost of food rises, families are forced to spend more and more just to survive. Most working Haitians now spend over 60 percent of their salaries on food for themselves and their families.309 Approximately four million Haitians survive on less than two meals per day.310
• The World Food Program called Haiti’s current food crisis the most severe, unprecedented situation of food insecurity that the Americas have ever seen.311 Its food insecurity is also the entirely predictable consequence of decades of policies by foreign states and international financial institutions that severely limited Haiti’s self-sufficiency by forcing reliance on foreign food imports.312 Haiti’s ongoing vulnerability to fluctuations in the global market, which have a disproportionate impact on the cost and availability of basic goods,313 is a direct result of these policies.

Access to healthcare
• On October 1, Haitian health authorities reported a resurgence of cholera.314 Cholera had not been reported in Haiti until introduced through reckless disposal of infected human waste by UN peacekeepers in 2010.315 The resurgence has been exacerbated by chronic problems with water, sanitation, and hygiene (WASH) systems: as of 2020, at least one-third of Haitians lacked access to WASH infrastructure.316 Haiti’s dysfunctional healthcare system, in combination with insecurity and the fuel shortage that exacerbated pre-existing WASH challenges, has allowed the disease to spread virtually unchecked.317 The situation is particularly dire in Haiti’s prisons, where the lack of sanitary conditions and access to food and clean water has fueled an especially acute outbreak.318 Despite tremendous efforts from healthcare professionals,319 numbers keep rising. As of November 29, Haitian authorities have confirmed over 1,000 cases, nearly 13,000 suspected cases, and 244 deaths.320 With gang violence preventing access to certain areas and limited testing, partners on the ground report that real numbers are much higher.321 Malnutrition increases vulnerability to exposure and death, with nine out of ten cases reported in areas with severe hunger.322
• On November 20, MSF reported that if cholera continues to spread at current rates, health centers will soon be at maximum capacity, leaving the sick and injured with nowhere to turn.323 In light of the resurgence, advocates have renewed their calls on the UN to accept its legal responsibility for the outbreak, compensate victims, and keep its 2016 promise to improve Haiti’s WASH infrastructure.324
• More generally, the health sector remains perpetually under-resourced and under-staffed, largely due to government failures and corruption.325 In August, doctors at the Hôpital Universitaire de La Paix went on strike after not being paid for eleven months.326 The Ministry of Public Health and Population, which was found to have mismanaged public funds allocated to COVID-19 spending,327
has failed to pay health workers who were contracted to provide care for COVID-19 patients since June 2021.328

• Gang violence and the fuel shortage have forced many hospitals to close or reduce operations,329 further exacerbating the humanitarian crisis.330 In October, hospitals that rely on diesel-powered generators, including MSF, were saying they will no longer be able to operate if fuel is not made available soon.331 Even as many health centers have stayed open, they do so at immense risk to their staff out of commitment to ensuring that patients have somewhere to go.332 Mobile health centers have increased operations in an effort to fill gaps in services.333

• Gang blockades and the lack of fuel have also had serious impacts on hospitals’ ability to restock medicine and medical supplies, including oxygen.334 The cost of transportation, food, and security has increased dramatically for healthcare providers, resulting in higher rates of malnutrition among patients and reduced capacity for staff.335

• Violence continues to impact physical access to healthcare centers. The national ambulance service now has only three ambulances in Port-au-Prince and has reduced or entirely suspended its services elsewhere across Haiti due to the fuel shortage.336 Even where ambulances are operational, they are often unwilling or unable to go into areas under gang control, like Cité Soleil, leaving victims of gang violence unable to seek treatment.337 Meanwhile, some healthcare workers have resorted to sleeping at their work to avoid gang violence on their commutes.338

Access to education

• Increased insecurity, lack of fuel, and the resurgence of cholera have made access to education extremely difficult.339 Over 200 schools in Port-au-Prince have been forced to partially or completely close.340 The government officially pushed the start of the school year back one month, to October 3, due to concerns about violence and the fuel shortage,341 but many openings were delayed as late as the end of November.342 Higher education institutions have likewise been forced to suspend academic activities as a result of insecurity.343 Over the summer, cultural centers and libraries across the country were forced to reduce their operations or close entirely, leaving children without critical learning resources.344 Compounding these problems, over 250,000 children – more than half of those impacted by last year’s 7.2 magnitude earthquake – still lack access to adequate schools because lack of funding and insecurity have delayed reconstruction.345

• Even when schools do open, they remain unaffordable for most. Government programs that partially subsidize expensive school fees and supplies have not been operating, leaving families unable to send their children to school346 and deepening the cycle of poverty.347

VI. Emigration pressures

As a result of the challenges described in this Update, Haitians are fleeing their country in search of protection or are unable to safely return from abroad.348 States continue to expel Haitian migrants pursuant to racist policies, sometimes in violation of their own human rights obligations, including with respect to treaties governing refugees.349 For the first time since the 1990s and despite the significant rights violations that occurred there, the United States is reportedly considering expanding the use of Guantánamo Bay as a detention facility for Haitian migrants.350 Meanwhile, the Dominican Republic is employing increasingly brutal and inhumane tactics to expel Haitians.351

• The number of Haitians taking to the sea as a means of escaping the crises, boarding overloaded and ill-equipped boats that often capsize before reaching their destination,352 increased dramatically in the last year.353 As a result, many have drowned after being forced to attempt to swim to shore or when boat operators make them jump into the ocean to evade detection by law enforcement officials.354 These boats are sometimes captained by individuals with prior convictions for human smuggling and drug trafficking, exposing migrants to additional risks.355

• Countries have continued expelling Haitian migrants, despite calls from the Haitian government, various UN agencies, U.S. lawmakers, and humanitarian organizations to stop sending vulnerable Haitians back to a severe crisis.356 Expulsions by air of Haitians pursuant to the racist Title 42 policy, which the UN Refugee Agency and other humanitarian actors have repeatedly determined violates international law,357 seem to have ended in June. Deportations of Haitians based on underlying criminal convictions continued, at least until early September.358 On December 5, the U.S.
government announced its intention to redesignate Haiti for Temporary Protected Status, which will enable Haitians who arrived in the United States by November 6 (although it is possible that this date will change) to apply for protection from deportation.359 Although this is a positive step—and indicates that the Biden administration recognizes the dangers of returning Haitians to a country in crisis—it will offer no protection for Haitians arriving after the cut-off date.

- Furthermore, instead of granting Haitians interdicted at sea access to the asylum procedure, the U.S. Coast Guard is promptly repatriating them.360 This is a denial of Haitians’ right not to be returned to a country where they will face danger.361 Furthermore, possible expansion of the migrant facility at Guantánamo Bay is raising concerns among advocates, who cite the facility’s history of human rights abuses, including against Haitians held there in the 1990s; indefinite detention; and denial of due process rights.362

- The Dominican Republic has intensified expulsions of Haitians.363 Between August and October 2022, Dominican authorities expelled over 60,000 Haitians and Dominicans of Haitian descent; over a one-week period in October, Dominican authorities expelled another 5,000.364 In a hostile response to calls from the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights to halt expulsions of Haitians and improve anti-racist and anti-xenophobic measures,365 Dominican President Luis Abinader issued a decree calling for harsher immigration enforcement and the creation of a police unit to investigate foreigners living in “illegal land occupations.”366 Meanwhile, Haitians in the Dominican Republic continue to face racist violence including arbitrary arrests,367 forced evictions, arson, physical attacks and killings by Dominican authorities and civilians.368 Reflecting the racist nature of these Dominican policies, the United States issued a travel warning that “darker-skinned” Americans traveling to the Dominican Republic may be profiled and detained by Dominican authorities because of the color of their skin.369 Dominican and other human rights defenders continue to speak out against these abuses by the Dominican government against Haitian migrants.370

- Haitians deported or expelled by the United States to Haiti—some of whom left Haiti as children371—are being returned to a country in crisis that they are particularly ill-equipped to navigate.372 Returnees with prior criminal records are among the most vulnerable, as they often immediately incarcerated upon arrival in Haiti, in spite of already having served their sentences in the United States.373 Once incarcerated, returnees are subject to the horrors of the Haitian prison system described above.374 At least one incarcerated returnee has died in prison.375 Haitian authorities also sometimes demand money from returnees’ U.S.-based families, effectively holding them hostage.376

VII. Ongoing failures of the international community to respect the rights of Haitians

The challenges described in this Update are rooted in historical injustices perpetrated by foreign actors—enslavement, colonialism, and political interference—and their modern corollaries, including structural racism and neocolonial aid policies.377 The international community continues to fundamentally fail to address these harms or adopt practices that respect Haitians’ rights, including by propping up the illegal de facto regime, failing to implement policies to curb the illegal flow of weapons into Haiti, and treating Haitians seeking refuge from the crisis without dignity and in a manner violative of migrant rights.378

- De facto Prime Minister Henry officially requested a military intervention in October,379 alongside a concerted push from the international community.380 Haitians are wary of international intervention: they cite harms caused by previous deployments381 including UN peacekeeper-perpetrated civilian massacres in 2005 and 2006,382 as well as the lack of accountability and redress for such harms, including the UN’s ongoing failure to accept legal responsibility for peacekeepers’ introduction of cholera to Haiti383 and sexual exploitation and abuse of Haitian women and girls by UN peacekeepers and international humanitarian actors.384 Despite escalating humanitarian need, many Haitians have therefore rejected the push for foreign military intervention, including the majority of Haitian civil society organizations that have issued related statements.385 Many other Haitians see it as a necessary lifeline.386

- Haitians and allies have continued to demand that the international community stop propping up de facto Prime Minister Henry and his corrupt, repressive PHTK government.387 Nevertheless, the United States persists in backing his illegitimate rule even as it claims to support “Haitian-led solutions.”388 This removes any incentive for Henry to negotiate, impeding genuine Haitian solutions and disrespecting Haitians’ autonomy to decide their own future.389
In October, the UNSC adopted a sanctions regime for gang leaders and those who finance them. The UNSC – and subsequently the European Union – has thus far only sanctioned G9 gang leader Cherizier. On November 4, the United States and Canada announced sanctions against Senate leader Joseph Lambert, and former Senate leader and police commissioner Youri Latortue, citing “illicit financial and operational support to armed gangs” and involvement with drug trafficking. On December 2, the United States further sanctioned Senator Rony Celestin and former Senator Richard Lenine Hervé Fourcand, accusing them of abusing their power to facilitate drug trafficking. Canada also issued sanctions against former President and PHTK founder Michel Martelly and former PHTK government Prime Ministers Laurent Lamothe and Jean Henry Céant. Such sanctions indicate that international actors are beginning to recognize the role of powerful elites in empowering gangs and otherwise capturing Haiti’s institutions. However, Haitians emphasize that these sanctions barely scratch the surface of confronting state capture by such actors. There is also concern that such measures might be applied unevenly based on foreign policy preferences and thereby continue to distort Haitians’ ability to select their leaders. For example, the United States did not join Canada in sanctioning Martelly, who reportedly owns property in the United States, despite his own admissions of embezzling public funds and the ongoing lawsuit against him in U.S. federal court for his involvement in a separate embezzlement scheme. Persistent U.S. support for Henry, who has been credibly accused of having ties with gang members and involvement in his predecessor’s assassination, is another example of U.S. policies seeming to favor PHTK-linked individuals.

Lax U.S. gun policies make it easy to smuggle weapons and ammunition into Haiti, which enables violence. For example, several prominent members of the Haitian Episcopal Church were arrested in August on charges of weapons trafficking after weapons and ammunition were found in containers that had been shipped from the United States on behalf of the Episcopal Church. Haitian activists have called for more robust control.

The UNSC voted to renew BINUH’s mandate on July 15 amid ongoing concerns about BINUH’s effectiveness and its ability to live up to its own human rights obligations, as well as its lack of credibility and legitimacy with Haitians.

---
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Critical Haiti gas terminal freed after weeks of talks with G9 leaders

Timothy Jeppson

Published: 08/12/2022

11:30 AM EDT

After months of gridlock, Haiti's government has lifted a blockade at the key fuel depot that has stalled gasoline and diesel movements in the country, the ABC News affiliate in Puerto Rico reports.

The terminal was opened Monday in time for the current heat wave. The stoppage has led to gasoline shortages in rural areas, power outages in the capital, Port-au-Prince, and transportation issues.

With the terminal open, trucks will be able to fill up at the port and move to rural towns. 

There are reports, however, that the police are blocking the entrance to the terminal, which could disrupt the flow of fuel.

The government's announcement last Sunday that it would raise the country's highly subsidized fuel prices, has coalesced into the largest wave of protests in years. This is the Worst Crisis I've Seen in Haiti, Newsweek (Nov. 1, 2022), https://www.newsweek.com/this-worst-crisis-ive-seen-haiti-opinion-1755890 (Action Against Hunger’s Haiti Country Director Roseval Supreme on the current crisis: “This the most desperate and violent situation I’ve ever seen in my country, and I say that as a Haitian who lived through 2010’s disastrous earthquake and subsequent cholera epidemic, through hurricanes and less-than-smooth changes in government.”)

Geoffrard, supra note 99.


See Yves, supra note 272.

See Charles, supra note 267.


It is unclear whether the police took the terminal back by force or whether it was given up freely by G9 leader Chérizier. On November 6, Chérizier announced he was lifting the blockade and allowing trucks to fill up at the terminal. On November 7, the Haitian government announced that “soldiers and police seized the fuel terminal after 16 operations.” See Pierre-richard Luxama, Key fuel depot in Haiti reopens for 1st time since September, CTV News (Nov. 8, 2022), https://www.ctvnews.ca/world/key-fuel-depot-in-haiti-reopens-for-1st-time-since-september-1-6144640.

Misery deepens in Haiti as unrest rages and water shortages bite, AP News (Oct. 27, 2022), https://apnews.com/article/health-caribbean-business-haiti-cholera-622eaf13bdaa34224c56db7d3d4689a1

There are calls to resupplying some neighborhoods, and fuel is also needed to make city water pumps work.

“Gang blockades have prevented water trucks from resupplying some neighborhoods, and fuel is also needed to make city water pumps work.”

Statistics of cholera in Haiti are reported as follows: nearly 100 deaths and 8,500 cases, MSN (Nov. 20, 2022), https://www.msn.com/en-in/health/health-news/msf-announces-%C2%ABalarming-increase%C2%BB-in-cholera-in-haiti-after-reporting-nearly-100-deaths-and-8500-cases/ar-AAl4kngv.

There are also calls for fuel to be delivered to Haiti to alleviate the situation of the Haitian people.

“spiraling living costs sustain their labor.

Economist Eddy Labossière “assured that the argument put forward by the Government to justify the increase in prices of fuel is not sustainable, because ‘the Haitian authorities do not have the instruments to spend money from the subsidy of petroleum derivatives’.”

“the Haitian authorities do not have the instruments to spend money from the subsidy of petroleum derivatives”

More impacts of inflation are reported as follows: Haitian garment workers need four times their wages to get by, https://www.solidaritycenter.org/category/americas/haiti/.

“Haitian economist Eddy Labossière “assured that the argument put forward by the Government to justify the increase in prices of fuel is not sustainable, because ‘the Haitian authorities do not have the instruments to spend money from the subsidy of petroleum derivatives’.”

“that workers spend almost one third of their take home pay on transportation to and from work and on lunch to sustain their labor.

The minimum wage has not been increased since February 21, 2021, when the government instituted a 54 percent increase in response to widespread protests. Minimum wages remain far below what is needed to survive.


See, e.g., Mérancourt, Cho & Coletta, supra note 8; Sanon, supra note 292 (one Port-au-Prince resident reported that “sewage-contaminated waters that ran through a nearby ravine . . . [were] the only source of water for hundreds in that area”); Misery deepens in Haiti as unrest ages and water shortages bite, supra note 293 (reporting that according to one Port-au-Prince resident, “[f]inding clear water “is a problem. We look for it everywhere and we can’t find it. We put Clorox in the water to be able to drink it, you can’t find water,” he said.”). See Haiti: Urgently Address Cholera Outbreak, supra note 160 (“[C]holera transmission is closely linked to inadequate access to clean water and sanitation facilities.”).

296 The lack of access to clean water and sanitation increases exposure to waterborne diseases, including cholera. See Haiti secur[es] $4.5 million from LDCF towards improved water management, GfF (Oct. 18, 2022), https://www.thegef.org/newsroom/news/haiti-secures-4-5-million-lDCF-towards-improved-water-management; see further infra note 316. The Integrated Food Security Phase Classification (IPC) defines “acute hunger” as “food deprivation that threatens lives or livelihoods, regardless of the causes, context or duration.” Within that classification, the 1.8 million Haitians experiencing a “food emergency” either “[h]ave large food consumption gaps which are reflected in very high acute malnutrition and excess mortality; or [a]re able to mitigate large food consumption gaps but only by employing emergency livelihood strategies and asset liquidation.” See IPC, Understanding the IPC Scales, https://www.ipcinfo.org/fileadmin/user_upload/ipcinfo/docs/communication_tools/brochures/IPC_Brochure_Understanding_the_IPC_Scales.pdf; Nearly half the people in Haiti don’t have enough to eat and cholera makes it worse, NPR (Oct 2022), https://www.npr.org/2022/10/19/1129846184/nearly-half-the-people-in-haiti-dont-have-enough-to-eat-and-cholera-makes-it-wor; UN Humanitarian, supra note 23.


302 See Sanon, supra note 292.

303 The IPC classifies these residents as having “an extreme lack of food and/or other basic needs even after full employment of coping strategies,” with “[s]tarvation, death, destitution and extremely critical acute malnutrition levels . . . evident.” See Nearly half the people in Haiti don’t have enough to eat and cholera makes it worse, supra note 296; ’Catastrophic’ hunger recorded in Haiti for first time, UN warns, supra note 353.  

cholera treatment centres are overwhelmed as cases surge, 323 suspected cases (2022), raising gang violence will worsen hunger, warns WFP. fhnews (Jul. 2022), https://www.fhnews.com/actualites/haiti-des-cires-multiples-et-la-montee-de-la-violence-des-gangs-vont-agraver-la-faim-alerte-le-pam; OCHA, supra note 23 (“Access to affected, persistent challenge over the past year that has severely hindered the delivery of humanitarian assistance to communities in southern Haiti devastated by the earthquake on 14 August 2021.”).

300 See Hunger to worsen in Haiti as gang violence escalates, UN warns, AL JAZEERA (Jul. 12, 2022), https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/7/12/hunger-to-worsen-in-haiti-as-gang-violence-escalates-un-warns; OCHA, supra note 42; UN Humanitarian, supra note 23 (“Gangs control the main road to Haiti’s southern departments, which were struck by a devastating earthquake in August 2021, making it impossible to reach affected people by road.”).

301 See Taylor, supra note 2.


303 See Delva & Moloney, supra note 288.

304 See id.

305 See Nearly half the people in Haiti don’t have enough to eat and cholera makes it worse, supra note 300.


308 See Cholera Communique #1, Ministere de la Sante Publique et de la Population (Oct. 1, 2022), https://www.mspp.gouv.ht/wp-content/uploads/Cholera-communique-1-.pdf; Mérancourt, Cho & Coletta, supra note 8 (reporting that the resurgence stoked “fear of an outbreak as widespread gang control over vast swaths of the country hinders access to fuel, clean drinking water and medical care”).


310 See Haiti, WHO UNICEF, supra note 298.

311 See Haiti: Urgently Address Cholera Outbreak, supra note 160 (“Lack of access to clean water and sanitation, pervasive food insecurity, and inadequate health care create perfect conditions for a dangerous cholera outbreak.”); Soaring violence, fuel crisis and a cholera outbreak: Haiti in the grip of a “humanitarian catastrophe,” supra note 52 (“Now amid an almost complete lack of basic services, including functioning health centres, access to safe drinking water, sanitation facilities and refuse collection, a cholera outbreak is threatening the health and lives of millions of already vulnerable and impoverished people.”).

312 See Haiti: Urgently Address Cholera Outbreak, supra note 160; see further supra notes 314–324.

313 See ‘Haïtians are coming together to tackle the cholera crisis’: A UN Resident Coordinator Blog, UN NEWS (Oct. 25, 2022), https://news.un.org/en/story/2022/10/1129847; Stewart, supra note 281 (as of late November, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) facilities were receiving approximately 270 cholera patients each day).


316 See Evans Sanon & Dânica Coto, UN: Children in Haiti hit by cholera as malnutrition rises, AP NEWS (Nov. 23, 2022), https://apnews.com/article/health-caribbean-united-nations-port-au-prince-haiti-e59a4068b1c574f994092cb4a0ad38c53. This makes children, who have high rates of malnutrition, particularly vulnerable. See further supra Section IV.

317 Stewart, supra note 281 (reporting that all six MSF treatment centers are nearly full); Luke Taylor, Haiti’s cholera treatment centres are overwhelmed as cases surge, BMJ (Nov. 23, 2022), https://www.bmj.com/content/379/bmj.o2831.


See Haiti hospitals prepare to close as gangs blockade fuel supplies, supra note 246 (in late September, “[h]ospitals that rely on fuel-powered generators for electricity in Haiti’s capital . . . warned they could be forced to close”); Haití-Crise : L’approvisionnement des hôpitaux en carburant, la plus grande urgence pour sauver des vies, alerte la Croix-Rouge Haïtienne, ALTERPRESSE (Oct. 20, 2022), https://www.alterpresse.org/spip.php?article28730 (reporting that the Haitian Red Cross warned that “the supply of diesel to hospitals currently poses the greatest barrier to saving lives in Haiti”); Les hôpitaux en état d’alerte maximale, LE NOUVELLISTE (Oct. 13, 2022), https://lenouvelliste.com/article/238524/haiti-les-hopitaux-en-etat-dalerte-maximale (reporting that some hospitals are “requiring patients to bring their own fuel for surgeries”); Haiti is facing a major health disaster, MSF (Oct. 21, 2022), https://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/latest/haiti-facing-major-health-disaster (MSF reports that the organization “will not be able to operate our medical facilities for more than a few weeks if we do not have access to fuel. In addition, medical equipment, which we also need to continue to treat cholera cases and provide care, is currently blocked at the port.”); see also J.O. Haselthoef, Healthcare in Haiti suffering from gang problem too, survey shows, HAITIAN TIMES (Jul. 6, 2022), https://haitiantimes.com/2022/07/06/healthcare-in-haiti-suffering-from-gang-problem-too-survey-shows/ (“A recent survey of 211 facility members active in the Haiti Health Network found that insecurity and violence have changed the work habits of its 5,000 healthcare workers and the daily lives of the 3.4 million people they serve across the country. From how medicine is trucked to a hospital to where a mother delivers her baby — the violence has affected all levels of healthcare service.”).

See, e.g., Lives being lost in Haiti as life-saving health services risk coming to “standstill,” supra note 223 (according to the UN, the fuel shortage has affected three-quarters of Haiti’s major hospitals: “Some hospitals are unable to admit new patients and are preparing to close. Providing sterile conditions for medical interventions is becoming more challenging and conserving vaccines due to the disruption to cold-chain facilities has become problematic.”).


See Haselthoef, supra note 329.


See Lives being lost in Haiti as life-saving health services risk coming to “standstill,” supra note 223; Haselthoef, supra note 329 (reporting that suppliers are no longer able to truck supplies to hospitals “without paying a fee to gangs for passage” and that health providers had not been transporting supplies “for about a year or so”); Haiti - Drama : Oxygen shortage announced in hospitals, patients on borrowed time, HAITI LIBRE (Oct. 23, 2022), https://www.haitilibre.com/en/news-37954-haiti-drama-oxygen-shortage-announced-in-hospitals-patients-on-borrowed-time.html (reporting that blockages at the port have impacted oxygen supply to the General Hospital – which estimated on October 23 that it had enough oxygen for one to two weeks – and University Hospital, while the fuel shortage has prevented oxygen concentrators from producing oxygen at the Saint-Luc and Saint-Damien Foundation and other hospitals).

See Haselthoef, supra note 329 (reporting that many health centers have resorted to using expensive barges transport supplies as gangs block key routes).
See Lives being lost in Haiti as life-saving health services risk coming to “standstill,” supra note 223; Haselhöfer, supra note 329 (according to the Haiti Health Network, “people further out [from Port-au-Prince] are suffering incredibly, because they’re just cut off”); Haiti is facing a major health disaster, supra note 329.

See Affrontements entre gangs à Cité Soleil: la terreur atteint son comble, LE NOUVELLELISTE (Jul. 12, 2022), https://lenouvelliste.com/article/236969/affrontement-entre-gangs-a-cite-soleil-la-terreur-atteint-son-comble (reporting that people injured in the gang wars are often trapped).
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See, e.g., Garry Pierre-Pierre, With school closures, Haiti is losing entire generations, HAITIAN TIMES (Oct. 24, 2022), https://haitiantimes.com/2022/10/24/with-school-closures-haiti-is-losing-entire-generations-opinion/ (journalist Garry Pierre-Pierre describes a “dysfunctional school system . . . mired in poverty and chaos . . . [that] has been backsliding for generations as people migrate out of the country”); see also Jacqueline Charles, Haiti’s brain drain: Educated youth are leaving the country as fast as they can, MIAMI HERALD (Jul. 1, 2022), https://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/world/americas/haiti/article262027777.html (reporting that the lack of education and employment opportunities in Haiti contribute significantly to the phenomenon known as “brain drain,” wherein most young Haitians emigrating “were those who had at least some secondary education and more”); Increase in violence and resurgence of cholera in Haiti may leave more than 2.4 million children unable to return to school, supra note 246 (reporting that in September and October, 27 schools were attacked and looted by armed groups, which occupy nearly one in four schools).

See Increase in violence and resurgence of cholera in Haiti may leave more than 2.4 million children unable to return to school, supra note 246.

See Murdith Joseph, School fail: Parents in Haiti keep children home amid violence, Part I, HAITIAN TIMES (Oct. 5, 2022), https://haitiantimes.com/2022/10/05/school-fail-part-1/ (reporting that parents were unwilling to send their children back to school on October 3 because they could not do so safely).
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School fees for private schools – which make up the vast majority of Haiti’s education system, range from USD $300 to $1,000 per school year. Public schools cost less, but are still not free. See Joseph, supra note 341 (“Parents say the lack of labor-intensive work programs, a government traditional offering to subsidize schools and support families, has crushed the last hope they had for cash before school starts.”).
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Gangs, Decree Says

To the crisis expelled suffering, 378 Monitored Program, gangstérisation d’Haïti », supra that have immediate and devastating impacts on poor and vulnerable Haitians. The most recent example is an influence over Haiti by imposing conditions mas

Ce que les Français doivent vraiment à Haïti, supra that development assistance was not coordinated with other large international or bilateral donors (e.g., the Euro that August, “30 men . . . were immediately imprisoned upon their arrival in Haiti” and that “Haitian authorities have routinely put criminal deportees — immigrants who completed sentences in the U.S. for a wide range of crimes — into prison over the past six months”); Hannan Adely, ‘Prison is death’: NJ deportees freed from Haitian Jail after suffering deplorable conditions, NORTH JERSEY (Oct. 27, 2022), https://eu.northjersey.com/story/news/2022/10/27/haiti-prison-free-patrick-julney-nj-billy-balisage/69593500007/ (reporting that several of the men were released in late October, after a concerted effort from activists and family members, but that as of October 27, at least seventeen men are still believed to be incarcerated).

See Adely, supra note 171 (a family friend of an incarcerated returnee describes the prison as “hell on earth”); Adely, supra note 167 (reporting that “deportees are paying a disproportionate price for past crimes, condemned to one of the world’s most overcrowded prison systems” with advocates fearing “it might be a death sentence”); Request for Thematic Hearing on Deportations, supra note 373; see further supra Section III.

See Adely, supra note 373.
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See, e.g., Julia Neusner, Asylum after Del Rio, Haitian asylum seekers expelled under Title 42 are still suffering, Human Rights First, https://humanrightsfirst.org/library/a-year-after-del-rio-haitian-asylum-seekers-expelled-under-title-42-are-still-suffering/ see further supra Section IV.

authorized Prime Minister Ariel Henry to ask the international community for a "specialized armed force" to address a crisis caused by a blockade of the country's main fuel port that has led to crippling shortages.
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381 See, e.g., Widlore Mérancourt & Amanda Coletta, The U.N.is mulling another mission to Haiti. Haitians are skeptical., WASHINGTON POST (Nov. 12, 2022), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/11/12/haiti-cholera-united-nations/ (reporting on opposition to an international force in light of the UN’s introduction of cholera to Haiti and its failure to take responsibility for harms caused); Joseph & Concannon, supra note 10 (Haitian human rights lawyer Mario Joseph and his U.S. colleague Brian Concannon call the last military intervention “an expensive, deadly failure”); BAI Letter to CARICOM, supra note 98 (Haitian human rights law firm BAI denounces the many harms of past interventions as it calls for CARICOM not to support calls for intervention); Pooja Bhatia, US-Backed Foreign Intervention Has Led to the Disaster in Haiti, GUARDIAN (Oct. 19, 2022), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/oct/19/us-backed-foreign-intervention-disaster-haiti-un; Danticat, supra note 21; Letter to President Biden, supra note 17.
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383 The UN apologized for its role in the outbreak in 2016, but has not accepted legal responsibility, provided redress to victims, or kept its promises to improve Haiti’s WASH infrastructure in order to prevent future outbreaks – like the one happening now. See 10-Year Anniversary of Cholera Introduction in Haiti, IJDH (Oct. 31, 2020), https://www.ijdh.org/2020/10/accountability/10-year-anniversary-of-cholera-introduction-in-haiti/.
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